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The characteristics of the tree
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| and berries. This
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all Grant has refinished and {

caned three, of a set of 10, din-
ing room chairs for her home. | 9
Mrs. Jenkins says the women are |
saving many dollars by doing the
work themselves. i i ist
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Since manufacturers are pro- Qualit Made! De ar

ducing more and more electrical | | = n a e. am I
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sometimes confused on the type | | » Wi

of appliance suitable for their | | Pan-American RAN y fol
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Miss Harriet Tutterow, home| | pa Pa

economics agent in Caldwell om 3:

County says homemakers should | - — pre

consider the price, style, and | ra

purpose of the apliance. “They |

should consider all construction PL vol
features before buying,” adds | GT ch

Miss Tutterow. | Prescrubs col
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tour the public library. Doess1poung ye:
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Pumphrey, librarian, is assisting | a % /
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tours. They not only go on a tour Saves water, er,

of the library but learn to use detsrgent oR
the card catalog and the reader's of

guide to periodical literature. fiv
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to save steps, make reaching eas- | IE I

ier, and reduce lifting and bend- a. Cox

ing. | No gears Ga

Miss Fitzgerald encouraged | to wear out I

the women to start by simply| Cor
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DRAPERY CONSTRUCTION | 5Year Parts Co

“Beautiful window treatment| Guarantee* L.

does mot just happen,” says Miss ;

Mary Cornwell, home economics | 3 7 \ eo

agent. “It is a result of careful | lewd 0 Sty
planning, choosing the right ma- Rn
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County studied window treat- any defective drive-mechanism | BEAUTIFUL 36 Custom I

ments at a special workshop and pan ToySve Liao snd Sy | Le

an additional workshop was held Lobor Pe be i by | . an
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Holz custom work. | with Controls, Electric Ha
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Te JBrmaered Group a + Electric Clock, Minute : ex i
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son of Mr. and Mrs. Paul Ivey, Bc - - Minder and Cooking Just .

506 Mill St., Kings Mountain, N. 4 Timer! Divided 3 |)

ff Kelvinator Automatic Cametop! ;
Le at Fort Hood, Vv 20” Oven with Window . Aa

Ivey, last stationed at Fort and Light! NO MONEY DOWN! for

Jackson, S. C., is now a truck bey WASHER Bit

driver in Company A, 1st Batta- Xa, : :

lion ofdivision's 46th Infan. : rR kkk kk } &
try. ww Sra é

He entered the Army in De-
cember 1964 and completed basic
training at Fort Jackson.

A 1957 graduate of Kings

Mountain High School, Ivey was
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wh

spieda sad looking old man i + Controls on Backguard! not
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+/ Long Lasting White wel
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corner,theou aanshui : EVENINGS BY APPOINT. fe

10 Sollars into her hand. MENT D:
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Call Your Friendly Sterchi Salesmen —

Henderson Herndon or Don Barrett |
© © ©

| Th ect symbol of fo.

day's, raciousving es EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT. roast CALL YOUR FRIENDLY STERCHI SALESMEN -— lady in a sheath dress frying
to sit down in a contempor-

Phone 739-5451 ©
 HENDERSON HERNDON OR DON BARRETT OD

Phone 739-5451 @ Kings Mountain ary design chair with a bufe
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ict dinnerin her] | Kings Mountain
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